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Getting Serious About Sustainability:  
Using Evaluation to Plan, Monitor, and Celebrate 



Today’s Agenda 

�  Introduction 

�  Key Themes of Research 
�  Defining sustainability? 
�  Identifying Predictors 

�  Assessing and Prioritizing 

�  Role of Evaluation 
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Why THIS Research? 
�  All involve community health 

�  Each addresses specific 
predictors of sustainability 

�  Each provides a solution for 
understanding sustainability 

�  They all summarize general 
findings 

�  They are all scholarly articles.  



Key Questions 
�  What is sustainability? 

�  What correlates with 
sustainability? 

�  How do I prioritize what 
needs sustaining?  

�  How can evaluation 
enhance the ability to 
sustain our efforts? 



Process 

Assess Strategy 
Worthiness 

Identify Strategy 
Components 

Assess Component 
Worthiness 

Assess 
Sustainability 

Climate for Each 
Strategy 



What Is Sustainability?? 

�  No clearly accepted 
definition in the literature.  

�  Can refer to multiple goals 
and concepts.  



DIAPER: Sustainability Elements 
�  Diffusion 

�  Institutionalization 

�  Adaptability 

�  Partnerships 

�  Enthusiasm 

�  Reach 



What Should I Sustain? 

�  Applying these elements 
helps us focus on strategies 
and strategy components to 
decide: 
�  What to sustain or not.  
�  Why we should sustain or not. 

�  Research Indicates: Most 
“sustained” projects give up 
either reach or quality. 



Worksheet Walk-Through 
�  This worksheet is designed to 

help you determine if an overall 
strategy is worth sustaining. For 
those strategies made up of 
multiple components, this 
worksheet may be useful for 
groups to use about each 
specific component as a second 
step in this assessment process. 
If used to assess specific 
components, please skip the 
first item marked with an (*). 



Identify the Strategy or Strategy 
Component 



Score Each Element… 



�  Identifies 26 correlates for 
sustainability 
�  Creates a “climate of 

sustainability” 

�  Helps assess the likelihood 
of sustaining 

Creating a Sustainability Climate 



Assessing the Climate 



Worksheet Walk-Through 



Role of Evaluation 

�  Working with your evaluator: 
�  Determine the conversations your coalition should have: 

�  Introductory level = “Is It Worth Sustaining” only 

�  Medium level = “Is It Worth Sustaining” + “Climate That 
Supports Sustainability” 

�  Higher level = ”Program Sustainability Assessment Tool” 



PSAT 
�  Based on previous research 

�  Contains 40 Likert Items  

�  “Probing” Questions 

�  Takes an average of 80 
minutes 

�  Interview NOT self 
administred. 



Role of Evaluator 
�  Use this research to help identify 

indicators you are already collecting 
for sustainability 

�  Help identify key missing indicators 
and develop a data collection plan 

�  Help determine the level of 
assessment needed, based on 
capacity indicators 

�  Design reports that can be used as 
tools to enhance organizational 
capacity, lobby or advocate for 
institutionalization, develop 
partnerships, etc… 



Example (DFCMe and Funding Sources) 



Now What?? 
�  Evaluator/Staff Conversation 

�  What kind of data do we have? 
�  More data on certain strategies? 
�  How can we use existing data? 
�  Adapt templates? 

�  Gather Coalition/Community 
Views 
�  Use “Is It Worth Sustaining” to 

prioritize strategies. 
�  Use “Creating A Climate…” to 

prioritize strengths. 



Tips 
�  Start NOW! 

�  Never too late or too early. 

�  Sustainability is an easy “sell” 
IF you can demonstrate impact 
or value. 

�  Consider a decentralized 
approach- seeking “champions”. 



What We Did… 

�  Introduction 

�  Key Themes of Research 
�  Defining sustainability? 
�  Identifying Predictors 

�  Assessing and Prioritizing 

�  Role of Evaluation 



Thank you! 
•  Upcoming Webinar Wednesday, January 11 @ 12-1:15PM EDT 

•  Subscribe to our YouTube Channel 

•  Request a webinar topic, share a success story, request further 
reading, or reach out to  arrange a chat. 

•  wgeary@globalevaluationsolutions.com  

•  adelaflor@globalevaluationsolutions.com  

 


